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GLORIOUS, RICH, 
GENEROUS UN-TUNED-NESS
Vanessa Tomlinson

What come back first are the smells—of the aged pianos as we lovingly polished them a cou-
ple of weeks beforehand; of the damp rising from the misty forest; of the fresh cut bracken… 
and then the sounds and feels of the environment, the unplan-able uncontrollable contributors: 
birds, animals, light, weather; above all the weather, which determined the coloration of the 
‘set’, the depth of the darkness. 

The experience of the event is inseparable from the place and its atmospherics. The days and 
nights leading up to the Grand Moment are also inseparable from the high star-filled skies 
giving way to mist and rain, the winds picking up and falling away—not just insepara-
ble in some kind of romantic way but because they co-shape the performance, they influence 
the movement, they affect visibility, they affect the sound, they change the consistency of the 
ground. There is a heightened level of anticipation and insecurity (of the best kind) because 
nature works at its own pace, and the intersections with our plans are full of surprises.

— Jan Baker-Finch (movement artist)
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Music performance is a complex ritual of people, place, space, 

and sound, whether in a concert hall or a pub. The Piano 

Mill explores every aspect of this complexity in a totally new 

arena for approaching the performance of a new piece of 

music; a site-specific performance venue, off the grid, in the 

bush, using reclaimed pianos set up in an unorthodox fashion. 

The event brings into contact 16 musicians to work togeth-

er—already an unusual gathering—alongside an architect, 

builders, a chef, volunteers, a composer, a dancer, directors, 

film crews, recording engineers, and a community of listeners. 

The work is subject to weather, power, natural sounds, and 

extreme goodwill amongst the newly acquainted participants. 

This chapter will look at the Mill from the perspective of the 

performers—examining how we put the work together, how 

we rehearsed, and how we managed to go from a gathering 

of 16 soloists to a coherent community of musicians in two 

days. Throughout the chapter interviews with the performers, 

conducted by ABC’s Stephen Adams, will be used to bring 

a variety of perspectives.

The Piano Mill is a complex amalgam of jobs and 
responsibilities. There is clearly an architect, a com-
poser, and 16 performers; one on each of the pia-
nos, eight on each level. In addition, the performance 
included movement artist Jan Baker-Finch, arriving in 
to public view via a winch and situated throughout the 
performance on the ground underneath the Mill. She 
was charged with opening and closing the louvres on 
each wall to alter the intimacy of the sound world, and 
to participate as a part-time conductor by turning lights 
on and off. Her job extended to being a co-Director of 
the work, assisting the movement of musicians in and 
out of the Mill, articulating the flow of the music through 
the control of lighting, and being the only visible body 
in the performance. 

Video artists Greg and Emma Harm were in charge of 
projecting on to the copper clad external walls of the 
Mill as darkness arrived. They used realtime filming of 
the activity inside of the Mill and, approximately thirty 
minutes in to the work began projecting the inside 
of the Mill on to the outside of the building. The pre-
viously private became public, the invisible, visible, 
the incomprehensible slightly less so. Large white 
umbrellas purchased in case of rain, were held by 
audience members to catch the overflow of the pro-
jected images. Carefully laid fern fronds underneath 
the Mill gave pops of bright green among the deep 
copper colours of sunset on the structure, and mixed 
in tantalisingly with the cobalt blue and black dress 
code of the performers. During the performance the 
megaphones sticking out the bottom of the Mill high-
lighted particular sounds from certain pianos in the Mill, 
and audience members could choose to move around 
to explore these different listening vantage points, 
or remain static. The building itself was in sonic flux 

through the opening and closing of louvres, and the 
selective amplification of the megaphones. It was in 
visual flux through the setting sun, lighting changes in 
the building, and the projections. And the performance 
was also in environmental flux through mist, rain, bird 
life, insect noises, and audience noises. 

To complete the multi-layered scene, recording engi-
neer Miles Mumford was perched in an impossible 
corner inside the Mill, listening to his microphones 
set up both inside the Mill and outside in the weather 
variable environment. A second film crew from ABC 
were also documenting the project in 360 surround 
vision inside the Mill, with cameras hung and hidden 
in various positions. Audience members gathered 
throughout the day, bringing folding chairs and picnic 
dinners—those that arrived early were able to indulge 
in a full day of sonic activities, others came just in time 
for the musicians entrance. Volunteers were busy 
handing out programs, chatting about the project, 
while the chefs in the kitchen prepared food for the 
mass of performers.

Most notable in this project, is that no single individual 
had the role of Executive Producer, looking at the entire 
picture. Instead, each person in the collaboration had a 
specific job, which interacted with others in a series of 
overlapping ven diagrams. Surprising things really did 
happen—the fireworks at the end of the night, which 
many did not know about, or the intricate workings of 
the generators needed to keep things flowing along. 
This project was a jigsaw puzzle with no picture—each 
individual doing their best to make their part in the Mill 
run smoothly.
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One of the greatest joys in this project was seeing the 
emerging happiness between the piano players as 
the two days of rehearsals and performances passed. 
While the time was short—perhaps eight hours of 
rehearsal and two hours of performing—the adven-
ture of the Piano Mill, the space the pianists shared, 
and the negotiation required in the score, hastened 
a transformation in the players. The 16 pianists—in 
reality 14 professional piano players with two percus-
sionists playing the innards of two of the more ruined 
of the pianos—were leaders in their field: academics, 
band leaders, chamber musicians, soloists, teachers, 
composers, musicologists, classical musicians, jazz 
musicians, and experimental musicians. It was during 
these rehearsals, that we experienced the sounds of 
the Mill together, that these musicians transitioned from 
being a line-up of soloists each striving to dominate, 
to giving over to the collective sound, revelling in this 
completely new glorious, rich, generous un-tuned-ness.

The first rehearsal reflected this. There were magical 
moments when the pianists climbed the ladder and 
entered the Mill for the first time, sitting with their backs 
to each other, meeting their aged instruments with all 
their many foibles—comparing their instruments’ pecu-
liarities. The first time we heard the collective opening 
Grand Slam, where all are musicians playing a full arm 

cluster simultaneously, with the resonance lasting 
almost a minute, was met with grins of happiness all 
around. Hearing The Hive for the first time, and really 
experiencing that the sound is not coming from inside 
the building, but that the building itself is sounding, was 
particularly special. The rehearsal process was really 
about learning how to play and listen in this space. This 
listening was not to what the individual was contrib-
uting, but to the combined sound of 16 pianos being 
played by 16 pianists inside the Mill. The navigation 
through the score was scaffolded with instructions that 
required inter-dependence, and, because the pianists 
could not see each other, the art of listening became 
a central theme of this piece.

Later in the rehearsal process, the environment began 
to play an important role in the listening, as the musi-
cians developed an understanding of the pace of the 
wind, bird life, and insect sounds, using the 16 pianos, 
not just as a density of sound, but as a spatialisation of 
sound. This transformation from the individual taking 
care of their own role, to the building truly becoming 
an instrument operated by 16 individuals, permeated 
through the ensemble, until the piece really started to 
come to life. 

Watching a big group of pianists working together. In some ways, it is a piece that 
has a lot of built in social interaction. That is an interesting aspect. With that many 
people working together, there are really interesting possibilities for decision making 
and that sort of thing, thinking.

— Alistair Noble (pianist)
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THE REHEARSALS

In order to gain some perspective on what happened 
during this process, and the transformations evident 
in the performers, it is necessary to use a few case 
studies of the rehearsal process. I will examine in 
detail two aspects—the sections called The Hive and 
Forest Birds. I will also go into detail about what I am 
broadly calling logistics, which refers to the musicians 
moving between pianos—sharing music, seat heights, 
keyboards etc. I hope these examples will provide a 
picture of the private life inside the Mill and exemplify 
the extraordinary potential of this way of working.

The Hive

The opening section of All’s grist that comes to the 

mill was also the opening of the rehearsal process. 
The score is seemingly straight-forward, relying on 
techniques of repetition, independence and blocks 
of sound. Here the trick was to move from a task ori-
ented approach to playing, to a listening approach. The 
task was to repeat certain musical cells x amount of 
times, before moving on to the next material—almost 
imperceptible from previous material. Because of the 
tuning of the pianos, each person had a slightly different 
part—some transcribed to suit the detuned nature of 
their piano. This alone caused confusion, but the real 
confusion began when the entire ensemble attempted 
to play together. This was a sound that none of us had 
heard before! Fourteen detuned pianos (the percussion 
pianos were conducting) playing roughly the same 
material. Of course it sounded out of tune at first, but, 
as the ear transformed to accept and actually hear the 
sound, it became a suspended cloud of sound, which 

was built from each individual pianist’s contribution. 

In the first reading of this section, The Hive, took per-
haps oneminute to play through as pianists whipped 
through the material in a race to the finish. Using the 
two conductors’ cues to move through material in 
the second run, performers began to tune in to the 
potential of the work, and, by the third reading, The 

Hive began to get the Piano Mill resonating. At this 
point, interventions by the composer to start to settle 
the form, and encourage an enhancement of certain 
aspects of the notation and the resultant sound, meant 
that on the fourth read through, this section went for 
around seven minutes, with the performers playing as 
though they were inside the music. This subtle trans-
formation was emblematic of the process through the 
work—the notation was a tangible starting point for 
each section, but it was only when the material had 
been worked, and the performers began “operating 
the machinery”—listening to its every nuance, aware 
of the whole and not just the parts—that the work 
started to crank to life. 

The playing of this piece and the listening to this piece 
are two very different things. Inside the enclosed Mill, 
the piece has one particular resonance. Outside the 
Mill, with louvres opened or closed, weather static or 
changing, midday or sunset, the space for the music to 
happen is very different. These aspects were monitored 
and fed back to the percussionist directors as best 
they could be, to monitor balance, flow, and ambiance. 
The performers were encouraged to go outside the 
Mill to listen to the sound so they had some idea of 
the magic they were creating. We were building a new 
instrument together, and it was vital that each person 
had an awareness of the total sound. 
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Forest Birds

Forest Birds is an interesting example of the pianists 
having to really learn and focus on their role in the Mill. 
This section is based on ideas used in Western music 
notation from the 1950s onward, most notable with 
composers such as John Cage and Gyorgy Ligeti, 
but not all pianists involved in this project had spent 
extensive time understanding the potential of these 
notation systems. On the surface, five minutes dura-
tion and only 22 notes, seems unbelievably simple for 
a piano player. That equates to one note every 13.5 
seconds. With 16 pianists presenting the material, 
it does end up producing at least a note a second. 
Naturally, this rate of activity is hard to control, and 
the decision to include in the score a possible inter-
pretation of the material—gentle and atmospheric, like 
bird calls, wind chimes, or twinkling stars—certainly 
gave a strong poetic drive to the music. Adding to the 
decision making process for each individual was the 
instruction to “Improvise delicate, sparse bird-like call 
motifs on the given pitches”. For some musicians, the 
invitation to improvise is a call into a particular world, 
and invites the full gamut of their creative interests. 
For others, the word improvise causes inhibition and 
concern. Initially these two approaches to improvisation 
mixed together created a chaotic environment. From 
the perspective of the conductor, it is like having a tree 
full of rainbow lorikeets at sunset but all you want to 
listen to are finches in the tree behind. 

As with any piece of music, a performance practice 
needs to develop, and, while the notes themselves are 
not difficult, the approach to the music needs to be uni-
fied so the sound of the collective becomes cohesive. 
The individual pianos in the Mill are not equal; some 
sound easily, some have hugely varied idiosyncrasies, 
and some simply have many missing notes; some are 
louder and others more articulate. 

A couple of pianos have almost no top end, so the bird 
call passages have virtually no notes, and others are 
in strident working order with substantial resonating 
clarity. Because the performers were on a new piano 
for each movement, the variation in playing approach 
needed particular rehearsal attention. 

The clue in to the performance practice of this section 
was when the composer addressed the sentiment 
behind this section of the work—listening to the birds 
from the vantage point of the Piano Mill. Set into the 
forest, high up in the Mill, each performer is a silent 
observer, as if in a bird-watching hide. The purpose 
of this movement is to connect to this sound world 
and to communicate with the birds through listening 
and responding. There is space to give and receive 
sound. Given 16 “birds” are inside the Mill it takes a lot 
of concentration and reserve to wait your turn to play, 
to take your hands off the keyboard. But this was one 
of the approaches practiced in developing a sense of 
community within this new way of playing.

These are two fascinating examples of the inside pro-
cess; bringing together different musicians to make a 
new composition in a new environment. The fact that 
no musician could be seen, also changed dynamics 
of ego, and the process of learning was really learning 
about how to be in this music. The individual sound 
was vital, but only as it contributed to the overall sound. 
The musicians had to rotate pianos in each section so 
could not even develop a longterm relationship with 
their instrument. Everything was compromised—they 
shared music, seats, instruments, and their sound was 
shut in or opened out by Jan Baker-Finch operating 
the louvres down below. Over two days, things had to 
give and expand to make way for this new performance 
experience to happen, and it did.

Spotted Pardalote, known for its high pitched four-note call
Image source: https://www.livingofftheedge.com.au/fauna-of-arborlon/native-birds/spotted-pardalote/ 
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The unique aspect of performing in the Piano Mill is that it is not set up for ease of playing. 
The pianos themselves are all differently challenged, and, given that the pianists move 
instruments every 6–8 minutes, this means constant readjustments. The configuration 
of the pianos means that sight lines are limited, especially given that the pianists are 
over two levels. This gave rise to the conductors—two percussionists playing the least 
consistent instruments, one on each level communicating information to the players on 
their level, and between the two conductors. This was everything from numerical finger 
cues to get through material on a micro level, to setting the macro level pacing of the 
entire hour long composition. The third conductor was Jan Baker-Finch on the ground 
below—visible through the open central void when the lights were on, but completely 
invisible when they were not. The lighting was the momentum for Thunder and Light-

ning—with performers only playing when their level’s lights were turned on. This three 
level conducting communication zone was an important central thread in the piece.

The percussion conductors’ roles were more complex than just directing events. As 
Michael Askill states: 

My role is as part director, giving cues to the 16 pianos who are on two different 
levels. There are different sections that need smooth transitions in and out, so 
part of our role is to cue these transitions. I also perform in interludes that are 
quite percussive—strumming, plucking, and some knocking. And then I play 
grader blades. So I have a dual role as percussionist and director.
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SOUNDINGS

The day of the Piano Mill première of the consisted of 
more than just a one hour performance at sunset. The 
audience had travelled up to three hours to get to the 
performance site, and, as part of the Easter tradition 
at this property, there was a two hour Sounding before 
the Mill itself came to life. A ‘sounding’ is a term coined 
by the author that refers to a sonic activation of a site, 
including examining particularities of acoustics, geol-
ogy, and topography, through sonic experiments by 
instrumentalists. Long term collaborator and eurythmist 
JBF states: “I have been involved in environmental 
things with Clocked Out, and the Listening Museum. It 
has fed on something that is a very elemental interaction 
with what is going on in an environment. They (CO) 
have an astonishing capacity to listen. Their listening 
is so much bigger than the doing”. 

In this instance, the Sounding consisted of three stages 
spread out over the property—up to a 30 minute walk 
from each other—with each stage being activated 
throughout the afternoon. At Oban stage two flutists 
interacted with bird song in the densely forested fern 
gully. At Talisker stage, a trombonist and saxophon-
ist improvised sounds through the tall trees, sending 
sound waves out in a stratified Varèsean manner. At the 
centrally located Suntori stage, Michael Askill worked 
with a large tamtam, providing one on one gong ther-
apy to the audience. Percussionists were in the cedar 
bathhouse, playing and pitch-bending singing bowls in 
the water. Children ran through the central open space 
holding Condamine cowbells, sending out memories 
of livestock. 

Surprise interventions took place—an inflated pink cold-
air balloon was performed upon like a DJ scratching 
records, accompanied by a movement artist interpreting 
the sounds; locally found objects from the kitchen and 
the shed made the musical backdrop for a dancer in an 
outfit also made from found objects. The finale of the 
Sounding was when the scattered musicians collected 
together to begin a collective sounding of the entire 
deep central valley, which heads eastward from the 
open space, dropping some 200 metres to the gorge 
of Boonoo Boonoo. Stark long tones penetrated the 
space, reflecting off the granite rocks strewn throughout 
the area, and high sharp wood blocks interacted with 
the now active crickets. Triangles danced above it all, 
and the tamtams collected the bass sounds below. 
The audience were at first turning to each new sound 
and timbre, attracted to the sound, but very soon they 
started to look through the valley to hear the sound 
as a collective, a dreaming space, permission to be 
still and to listen. 

There is no way to know if this preparatory process is 
necessary for an audience, but many cultures have a 
warm up before the main musical event—the alap in 
Indian music, the overture in the opera—are just two 
examples. While not everyone was in attendance for 
this two hour sounding, the property felt transformed 
and ready for the Piano Mill. The weather, which had 
gone from sun to drizzle to rain to partly cloudy, was 
clearing for the performance, and the gathering of 
chairs and drinks with a perfect back drop of chatter 
was moving to the Mill.
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Issues around communication, when to rotate among 
pianos, how to rotate in darkness, how to hold down 
pedals when moving pianos, when to turn pages in 
the music, how long each section would go for, how 
to get in to the Mill, how to get out of the Mill, what to 
wear, how to bow, were all real issues explored and 
experienced in the performance. The entrance and exit 
of musicians was a surprisingly slow-paced affair, as 
16 pianists dressed in various combinations of black 
and cobalt blue walked along the blue entrance way, 
and one by one ascended into the Mill. Then the winch 
started up noisily, and Jan Baker-Finch descended 
from the top of the Mill, swinging slightly, appearing 
one foot at a time from inside the building. On landing, 
she went about her business of opening up the louvres 
of the Mill, preparing the building for the initial Grand 

Slam. Mist was floating through the trees and across 
the Mill as the sun was setting and the building came 
to life. As one of the musicians, Sonya Lifschitz states: 

This for me has been one of the most special per-

formances ever. It is a unique way to be making 
music with some of my most favourite musicians 
in the field, in a stunning place, and to be part 
of nature.
At the conclusion, as the final work, The Lift, slowly 
floated outward into the bush, applause was greeted 
with musician’s heads and limbs appearing through 
the opened windows to acknowledge the crowd. The 
long slow exit of the musicians into the small square 
of light under the building was met with continuous 
applause until the evening soundscape of Harrigans 
Lane returned to become the finale of a truly memo-
rable evening.

The deep darkness was a shock—it changed the game plan, reduced my zone 
exclusively to the intensified under-the Mill-square of light; the aural atmosphere 
grew larger as the forest disappeared.

Strange and wonderful experience of responding from underneath to sound as it 
flooded downwards and outwards, and the building hummed; intensity of lis-
tening watching waiting for cues passed down; reading a score that sagged and 
flapped damply in the breeze where it was pinned overhead to a bearer; enjoying 
the moments of thrill when I operated the on/off switch and the unsee-able play-
ers really did react with silence or took up their playing again.

Feeling of the collaboration becoming all the more powerful because it was made 
so difficult! 
— Jan Baker-Finch

So far everyone (in the audience) seems 
to have understood this project. I don’t 
think there were many people that 
weren’t totally rapt.
— Michael Hannan (pianist)
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THE 
ARTISTS

Performers in the première of  
All’s grist that comes to the mill

Lynette Lancini, Pianist

Michael Askill, Percussionist and Conductor 

Colin Noble, Pianist

Louise Denson, Pianist

Erik Griswold, Composer and Pianist

Vanessa Tomlinson, Percussionist and Director

Steve Newcomb, Pianist

Brieley Cutting, Pianist

Cara Tran, Pianist

Anna Grinberg, Pianist

Sonya Lifschitz, Pianist

Therese Milanovic, Pianist

Alistair Noble, Pianist

Michael Hannan, Pianist

Stephen Emmerson, Pianist

Yitzhak Yedid, Pianist

Jan Baker-Finch, Eurythmist

Installation Artist  
Flickering Overtones

Renata Buziak

Soundings Artists

Ben Marks, Trombones, Whistles, Megaphones

Jodie Rottle, Flute

Monash Lal, Flute

Mathew Klotz, Saxophone 

Alex Bull, Percussion 

Anna Kho, Percussion 

Michael Askill, Percussion

Vanessa Tomlinson, Percussion 

Beatrice Tomlinson, Percussion

George Griswold, Trumpet 


